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highlight the central importance of social science
World Social Science Report 2013 UNESCO

knowledge for environmental change research, as

2013-11-15 Produced by the International Social

a means of understanding changing environments

Science Council (ISSC) and UNESCO, and

in terms of social processes and as framework for

published by the OECD, the 2013 World Social

finding concrete solutions towards sustainability.

Science Report represents a comprehensive

Calculating Political Risk Catherine Althaus

overview of the field gathering the thoughts and

2013-11-26 Calculating Political Risk is rich and

expertise of hundreds of social scientists from

illuminating, and much more than a political

around the world. This edition focuses on the

science treatise. Althaus draws on diverse

transformative role of the social sciences in

literature, extensive interviews and intriguing case

confronting climate and broader processes of

studies to offer interdisciplinary, practical and

environmental change, and in addressing priority

nuanced insight. This book provides new

problems from energy and water, biodiversity and

perspectives and more precise language for

land use, to urbanisation, migration and

making sense of a critical dimension of politics,

education. The report includes 100 articles written

policy-making and public management. Evert

by 150 authors from 41 countries all over the

Lindquist, Director and Professor, School of

world. Authors represent some 24 disciplines,

Public Administration, University of Victoria,

mainly in the social sciences. The contributions

Canada This powerful new book is the first ever
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examination of the hard edge of how political risk

relevant to a broader understanding of politics

- something faced by all political actors

and political science, as well as policy formulation

innumerable times every day - is calculated and

and implementation on the ground.

used in decision-making. It opens with an outline

Cultural Analysis Aaron Wildavsky 2018-02-06 As

of the historical and linguistic origins of risk, the

a result of a lifetime of incomparably wide-ranging

various disciplinary understandings of risk, the

investigations, Aaron Wildavsky concluded that

risk society concept, and how risk has come to be

politics in the United States and elsewhere was a

so prominent in the context of environmental

patterned activity, exhibiting recurring regularities.

disaster and terrorism. The book then defines

Political values, beliefs, and institutions were

political risk and looks at its manifestations in the

neither endlessly varied, nor haphazardly

public sector, from project to high-level political

organized. They tended to exhibit a limited range

risk. It also looks at risk identification versus risk

of variation, and were organized in discoverable,

management and compares the concept of

predictable ways. In Cultural Analysis, the fourth

political risk with the private sector practice of risk

collection of his essays posthumously published

management. Unique research findings from

by Transaction, Wildavsky argues that American

interviews with over 100 risk practitioners and

politics, public law, and public administration are

politicians provide a detailed look at how political

the contested terrain of rival, inescapable political

actors calculate political risk. Case study-based

cultures.Analysts of American politics distinguish

chapters look in-depth at neat and discrete

liberals from conservatives and Democrats from

examples: risk calculation in state development

Republicans, but do not explain how these

plans in Australia; political risk identification and

categories of political allegiance develop, maintain

management in the UK during the mad cow crisis;

themselves, or change. Wildavsky offers a

and US government risk calculation in the post-

cultural-functional explanation for ideological and

September 11 context. The final chapters draw

partisan coherence and realignment. Wildavsky

together the experiences and lessons learned

also felt that these dualisms did not adequately

from the case studies and practitioner insights to

capture the ideological and partisan variation he

formulate a better understanding of what political

observed on the political landscape. Like others,

risk is and what its calculation means in political

he detected another recurring strain of political

practice. The author shows how political risk

allegiance: that of classical liberalism or

calculation provides a fresh perspective on policy

libertarianism. People of this political stripe valued

analysis and identifies how political risk is

freedom more than equality (the primary political
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value of contemporary liberals), and also more

shows how public and private actors in each

than order, the primary political value of

setting evaluated new manifestations of

conservatives.The value of Wildavsky's

biotechnology and tried to reassure themselves

reconceptualization of the ideological and social

about their safety. Three main themes emerge.

foundations of political conflict, compromise, and

First, core concepts of democratic theory, such as

coalition is assessed here by Wildavsky's former

citizenship, deliberation, and accountability,

colleagues and students at the University of

cannot be understood satisfactorily without taking

California, Berkeley: Dennis Coyle, Richard Ellis,

on board the politics of science and technology.

Robert Kagan, Austin Ranney, and Brendon

Second, in all three countries, policies for the life

Swedlow.

sciences have been incorporated into "nation-

Conflicts Between Protected Species and

building" projects that seek to reimagine what the

Fisheries Riku Varjopuro 2003

nation stands for. Third, political culture influences

Designs on Nature Sheila Jasanoff 2011-06-27

democratic politics, and it works through the

Biology and politics have converged today across

institutionalized ways in which citizens understand

much of the industrialized world. Debates about

and evaluate public knowledge. These three

genetically modified organisms, cloning, stem

aspects of contemporary politics, Jasanoff argues,

cells, animal patenting, and new reproductive

help account not only for policy divergences but

technologies crowd media headlines and policy

also for the perceived legitimacy of state actions.

agendas. Less noticed, but no less important, are

Risk Management of Chemicals Mervyn

the rifts that have appeared among leading

Richardson 1992 This book is an authoritative

Western nations about the right way to govern

work on the risk management of chemicals and

innovation in genetics and biotechnology. These

fills an important gap in the market, which is

significant differences in law and policy, and in

devoid of works on the subject. It reviews the

ethical analysis, may in a globalizing world act as

current status of risks entailed in the manufacture,

obstacles to free trade, scientific inquiry, and

handling, use and disposal of the chemicals on

shared understandings of human dignity. In this

which we all depend and suggests future action

magisterial look at some twenty-five years of

for the protection of both the workplace and the

scientific and social development, Sheila Jasanoff

natural environment. Risk Management of

compares the politics and policy of the life

Chemicals has an international authorship and

sciences in Britain, Germany, the United States,

addresses international issues. It is the sequel to

and in the European Union as a whole. She

the RSC's publications `Toxic Hazard Assessment
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of Chemicals' and `Risk Assessment of

supports that framework with illustrations of the

Chemicals in the Environment' and like those

scientific, political, and ethical issues involved. In

should find an important place as a key reference

proposing innovative solutions for the future of the

work. This book is a must for graduates,

public’s health, Gostin and Wiley’s essential study

researchers, regulatory bodies, safety

provides a blueprint for public and political

professionals, trade unions, politicians and

debates to come. New issues covered in this

anyone with an interest in this area.

edition: • Corporate personhood rights raised in

World Social Science Report 2013 Changing

response to regulations of tobacco, food and

Global Environments International Social Science

beverages, alcohol, firearms, prescription drugs,

Council 2013-11-15 This book represents a

and marijuana. • Local government authority to

comprehensive overview of the field gathering the

protect the public’s health. • Deregulation and

thoughts and expertise of hundreds of social

harm reduction as modes of public health law

scientists from around the world. This edition

intervention. • Taxation, spending, and alteration

focuses on the transformative role of the social

of the socioeconomic environment as modes of

sciences in confronting climate and broader

public health law intervention. • Access to health

processes of environmental change.

care as a strategy for protecting the public’s

Public Health Law Lawrence O. Gostin

health. • Taxation, spending, licensing, zoning,

2016-02-02 Lawrence O. Gostin’s seminal Public

and shared-use strategies for chronic disease

Health Law is widely acclaimed as the definitive

prevention. • The public health law perspective

statement on public health law at the turn of the

on violence and injury prevention. • Health justice

twenty-first century. In this bold third edition,

as a framework for reducing health disparities and

Gostin is joined by Lindsay F. Wiley to analyze

protecting the public’s health.

major health threats of our time such as chronic

The Politics of Evidence-Based Policy Making

diseases, emerging infectious diseases,

Paul Cairney 2016-04-11 The Politics of Evidence

antimicrobial resistance, bioterrorism, natural

Based Policymaking identifies how to work with

disasters, opiod overdose, and gun violence. The

policymakers to maximize the use of scientific

authors draw on constitutional law, administrative

evidence. Policymakers cannot consider all

law, local government law, and tort law to develop

evidence relevant to policy problems. They use

their conception of law as a tool for protecting the

two shortcuts: ‘rational’ ways to gather enough

public’s health. The book creates an intellectual

evidence, and ‘irrational’ decision-making,

framework for modern public health law and

drawing on emotions, beliefs, and habits. Most
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scientific studies focus on the former. They

elements of the framework. The theoretical

identify uncertainty when policymakers have

analysis is illustrated by several examples from

incomplete evidence, and try to solve it by

different areas of applications.

improving the supply of information. They do not

Islam and Political-Cultural Europe W. Cole

respond to ambiguity, or the potential for

Durham 2016-05-06 Islam and Political-Cultural

policymakers to understand problems in very

Europe identifies the sometimes confusing and

different ways. A good strategy requires

often contentious new challenges that arise in

advocates to be persuasive: forming coalitions

daily life and institutions as Islam settles deeper

with like-minded actors, and accompanying

into Europe. Critiquing past and recent

evidence with simple stories to exploit the

assimilation efforts in the fields of education,

emotional or ideological biases of policymakers.

finance, and security, the contributors offer

Risk Management and Governance Terje Aven

prospective solutions to diverse contemporary

2010-09-27 Risk is a popular topic in many

problems. Exploring the interactions of Muslim,

sciences - in natural, medical, statistical,

Christian and secular cultures in the context of

engineering, social, economic and legal

highly pluralized contemporary European

disciplines. Yet, no single discipline can grasp the

societies, this book offers a valuable tool for

full meaning of risk. Investigating risk requires a

those within and outside Europe seeking to

multidisciplinary approach. The authors, coming

understand the far-reaching implications of

from two very different disciplinary traditions,

combining cultures, the struggles of the Muslim-

meet this challenge by building bridges between

Christian-secular transition, and the progress

the engineering, the statistical and the social

which the future promises.

science perspectives. The book provides a

Social Trust and the Management of Risk George

comprehensive, accessible and concise guide to

Cvetkovich 2013-12-16 Social trust is a crucial

risk assessment, management and governance. A

issue to many aspects of modern society. Policy

basic pillar for the book is the risk governance

makers continually aspire to winning it and

framework proposed by the International Risk

corporations frequently run the risk of losing it.

Governance Council (IRGC). This framework

The 'trust deficit' raises vital questions and

offers a comprehensive means of integrating risk

problems to which until recently there have been

identification, assessment, management and

few answers or solutions. Experts from both sides

communication. The authors develop and explain

of the Atlantic explore the importance for trust of

new insights and add substance to the various

various influences, from individual perceptions to
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organizational systems, and consider the

to accept. The activities of this conference were

conditions involved in building or undermining

based on the premise that risk analyses (i.e., risk

trust. Several authors examine practical hazard

assessment, management, and communication)

management issues, including medical

are not exclusively the domain of the biological

vaccination programmes and popular participation

and natural sciences; the social sciences play a

in pollution control and waste management as

prominent role in describing how people in

strategies for enhancing social trust. This book

different contexts perceive and respond to risks.

provides insightful analysis for researchers and

Any effort to manage sanitary and phytosanitary

students of environmental and social sciences

(SPS) issues in international trade must integrate

and is essential reading for those engaged in risk

all the sciences to develop practices for risk

management in both the public and private

assessment, management, and communication

sectors.

that recognize international diversity in culture,

Incorporating Science, Economics, and Sociology

experience, and institutions. Uniform international

in Developing Sanitary and Phytosanitary

standards can help, but no such norms are likely

Standards in International Trade National

to be acceptable to all countries. Political and

Research Council 2000-07-01 The rapid

administrative structures also differ, causing

expansion of international trade has brought to

differences in approaches and outcomes even

the fore issues of conflicting national regulations

when basic aims are compatible. Clearly there is

in the area of plant, animal, and human health.

considerable room for confusion and mistrust.

These problems include the concern that

The issue is how to balance the individual

regulations designed to protect health can also be

regulatory needs and approaches of countries

used for protection of domestic producers against

with the goal of promoting freer trade. This issue

international competition. At a time when

arises not only for SPS standards but also in

progressive tariff reform has opened up markets

regard to regulations that affect other areas such

and facilitated trade, in part responding to

as environmental quality, working conditions, and

consumer demands for access to a wide choice

the exercise of intellectual property rights. This

of products and services at reasonable prices,

conference focused on these issues in the

closer scrutiny of regulatory measures has

specific area of SPS measures. This area

become increasingly important. At the same time,

includes provisions to protect plant and animal

there are clear differences among countries and

health and life and, more generally, the

cultures as to the types of risk citizens are willing

environment, and regulations that protect humans
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from foodborne risks. The Society for Risk

What do we want as individuals, as a society •

Analysis defines a risk as the potential for

What is the political context of the risk discussion

realization of unwanted, adverse consequences to

• When do we act and what are the costs of not

human life, health, property, or the environment;

acting/acting • International trade and legal

estimation of risk is usually based on the

issues • Moral dimensions of decision making •

expected value of the conditional probability of

How do we deal with the disproportionate "power"

the event occurring times the consequence of the

of the various stakeholders • Rationality/emotive

event given that it has occurred. The task of this

aspects of argumentation (connection between

conference and of this report was to elucidate the

perception /live experiences, knowledge) • What

place of science, culture, politics, and economics

are facts- and do they change with time •

in the design and implementation of SPS

Psychological aspects: rapture of trust; the need

measures and in their international management.

for certainty; connection between danger, fear

The goal was to explore the critical roles and the

and risk

limitations of the biological and natural sciences

Cultural Politics and Political Culture in

and the social sciences, such as economics,

Postmodern Europe J. Peter Burgess 1997 The

sociology, anthropology, philosophy, and political

present volume assembles essays from a broad

science in the management of SPS issues and in

cultural and professional spectrum around the

judging whether particular SPS measures create

question of European cultural identity. The

unacceptable barriers to international trade. The

heterogeneity of the contributors — their differing

conference's objective also was to consider the

points of departure and methods — attests to a

elements that would compose a multidisciplinary

tension in intellectual communities which today is

analytical framework for SPS decision making

more intense than ever. Europe's identity crisis is

and needs for future research.

not merely an empirical matter. It reflects a far

Safe or Not Safe Paul Pechan 2011-05-10 Based

deeper, and far older,discursive crisis. The

on an EU workshop at the end of 2005, the book

mandate of Europe's traditional intellectual

discusses risk and our food supply. The

institutions to preserve and police their own

introductory chapter will discuss all aspects of risk

cultural heritage has proved incapable of evolving

and how it applies to food, from risk classification

in a manner sufficient to account for the mutation

to risk management. Following a discussion of

in its object: European culture. It is not merely

risk, the authors will present three different case

that Europe's identity, like any identity in the flux

studies that will emphasize the following issues: •

of history, has changed. Rather, the notion of
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identity, the very basis of any questions of who

Construction of Risk: Issues, Methods, and Case

we are, where we are going, and the appropriate

Studies Vincent T. Covello and Branden B.

political forms and social institutions for further

Johnson Risks to health, safety, and the

existence, all rely on a logic of identity which has,

environment abound in the world and people

at best, become extremely problematic. It is this

cope as best they can. But before action can be

problematization which provides the common

taken to control, reduce, or eliminate these risks,

thread unifying the following essays. Each

decisions must be made about which risks are

contributor, in his/her own way and with respect

important and which risks can safely be ignored.

to his/her own research object, confronts the

The challenge for decision makers is that

adequacy of the concept of cultural identity. The

consensus on these matters is often lacking.

hidden presuppositions of this concept are indeed

Risks believed by some individuals and groups to

remarkable, and the logic of cultural identity

be tolerable or accept able - such as the risks of

prescribes that they remain undisclosed.

nuclear power or industrial pollutants - are

Inspectors-General Mark Moore 1986-12-07 In

intolerable and unacceptable to others. This book

1978, determined to combat fraud, waste, and

addresses this issue by exploring how particular

abuse in government programs, Congress

technological risks come to be selected for

overwhelmingly approved the creation of special

societal attention and action. Each section of the

Offices of Inspectors-General (OIGs) in many

volume examines, from a different perspective,

federal departments. Moore and Gates here

how individuals, groups, communities, and

provide the first evaluation of this important

societies decide what is risky, how risky it is, and

institutional innovation. Clearly and objectively,

what should be done. The writing of this book

they examine the powerful but often imprecisely

was inspired by another book: Risk and Culture:

defined concepts—wastefulness, accountability,

An Essay on the Selection of Technoloqical and

performance—that underlie the OIG mandate.

Environmental Dangers. Published in 1982 and

Their study conveys a realistic sense of how

written by two distinguished scholars - Mary

these offices operate and how their impact is

Douglas, a British social anthropologist, and

affected by the changing dynamics of politics and

Aaron Wildavsky, an American political scientist -

personality. A Volume in the Russell Sage

the book received wide critical attention and

Foundation's Social Science Perspectives Series

offered several provocative ideas on the nature of

The Social and Cultural Construction of Risk B.B.

risk selection, perception, and acceptance.

Johnson 2012-12-06 The Social and Cultural

Risk Matthias Beck 2014 Over a period of several
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centuries, the academic study of risk has evolved

the tensions among interested parties, the

as a distinct body of thought, which continues to

uncertainties, and the human response to risk are

influence conceptual developments in fields such

explored, for the first time in a single volume, by

as economics, management, politics and

leading theorists in the field.

sociology. However, few scholarly works have

Critical Risk Research Stuart Lane 2012-04-23

given a chronological account of cultural and

Risk Research: Practices, Politics and Ethics

intellectual trends relating to the understanding

offers a collection of essays, written by a wide

and analysis of risks. Risk: A Study of its Origins,

variety of international researchers in risk

History and Politics aims to fill this gap by

research, about what it means to do risk

providing a detailed study of key turning points in

research, and about how – and with what effects

the evolution of society's understanding of risk.

– risk research is practiced, articulated and

Using a wide range of primary and secondary

exploited. This approach is based upon the core

materials, Matthias Beck and Beth Kewell map

assumption that: to make a difference in the study

the political origins and moral reach of some of

of risk, we must move beyond what we usually

the most influential ideas associated with risk and

do, challenging the core assumptions, scientific,

uncertainty at specific periods of time. The

economic and social, about how we study, frame,

historical focus of the book makes it an excellent

exploit and govern risk. Hence, through a series

introduction for readers who wish to go beyond

of essays, the book aims to challenge the current

specific risk management techniques and their

ways in which risk-problems are approached and

theoretical underpinnings, to gain an

presented, both conceptually by academics and

understanding of the history and politics of risk.

through the framings that are encoded in the

Social Theories of Risk Sheldon Krimsky 1992

technologies and socio-political and institutional

This volume traces the development of risk

practices used to manage risk. In addressing

theory's dominant conceptual frameworks by

these questions, the book does not attempt to

using leading theorists' own accounts of how they

offer a model of how risk research 'should' be

formed their perspectives. It examines from the

done. Rather, the book provides, through

vantage point of social sciences the fundamental

illustration, a challenge to the ways in which risk

bases and theoretical foundations of risk analysis.

research is framed as 'problem-solving.' The

The phenomenon of risk is considered,

book's ultimate objective aims to increase critical

accordingly, in its psychological, social, and

debate between different disciplines, approaches,

cultural connotations. The complexity of issues,

concepts and problems.
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Handling Frozen Fire Rob Hoppe 1993-11-17

production has masked enormous hidden costs

Encyclopedia of Global Environmental

arising from widespread pesticide use – massive

Governance and Politics Philipp H. Pattberg

ecological damage

2015-11-27 The Encyclopedia of Global

Ecotoxicology, Ecological Risk Assessment and

Environmental Governance and Politics surveys

Multiple Stressors Gerassimos Arapis 2006-01-12

the broad range of environmental and

The science of ecotoxicology and the practice of

sustainability challenges in the emerging

ecological risk assessment are evolving rapidly.

Anthropocene and scrutinizes available concepts,

Ecotoxicology as a subject area came into

methodological tools, theories and approaches,

prominence in the 1960s after the publication of

as well as overlaps with adjunct fields of study.

Rachel Carson's book on the impact of pesticides

This comprehensive reference work, written by

on the environment. The rise of public and

some of the most eminent academics in the field,

scientific concern for the effects of chemical

contains 68 entries on numerous aspects across

pollutants on the environment in the 1960s and

7 thematic areas, including concepts and

1970s led to the development of the discipline of

definitions; theories and methods; actors;

ecotoxicology, a science that takes into account

institutions; issue-areas; cross-cutting questions;

the effects of chemicals in the context of ecology.

and overlaps with non-environmental fields. With

Until the early 1980s, in spite of public concern

this broad approach, the volume seeks to provide

and interest among scientists, the assessment of

a pluralistic knowledge base of the research and

ecological risks associated with natural or

practice of global environmental governance and

synthetic pollutants was not considered a priority

politics in times of increased complexity and

issue by most government. However, as the

contestation. Providing its readers with a unique

years passed, a better understanding of the

point of reference, as well as stimulus for further

importance of ecotoxicology emerged and with it,

research, this Encyclopedia is an indispensable

in some countries, the progressive formalization

tool for anyone interested in the politics of the

of an ecological risk assessment process.

environment, particularly students, teachers and

Ecological risk assessment is a conceptual tool

researchers.

for organizing and analyzing data and information

Risk Governance Ortwin Renn 2008 Since the

to evaluate the likelihood that one or more

1960s, the world’s population has more than

stressors are causing or will cause adverse

doubled and agricultural production per person

ecological effects. Ecological risk assessment

has increased by a third. Yet this growth in

allows risk managers to consider available
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scientific information when selecting a course of

from World War I to the current the current fight

action, in addition to other factors that may affect

against terrorism, the book provides a powerful

their decision (e. g. , social, legal, political, or

and highly distinctive account of the re-branding

economic). Ecological risk assessment includes

of war in an age of risk. This book is set to ignite

three phases (problem formulation, analysis, and

debate amongst students and scholars of

risk characterization).

international politics as well as appealing to

War in an Age of Risk Christopher Coker

anyone interested in war and its place in

2013-05-08 Wars throughout history have been

contemporary society.

fought in the name of ideology, religion and the

Science and Public Reason Sheila Jasanoff

pursuit of peace. Our thinking about war – when it

2012-07-26 This collection of essays by Sheila

is justified, how it should be fought and how it is

Jasanoff explores how democratic governments

perceived – has changed dramatically over time.

construct public reason, that is, the forms of

Whereas in the past war has been seen as a

evidence and argument used in making state

battle of wills, this provocative and illuminating

decisions accountable to citizens. The term public

new book shows how war has evolved into an

reason as used here is not simply a matter of

exercise in risk management. In a rare blend of

deploying principled arguments that respect the

political science, sociology, history and cultural

norms of democratic deliberation. Jasanoff

thought, Christopher Coker peels away the layers

investigates what states do in practice when they

of meaning shrouding our current understanding

claim to be reasoning in the public interest.

of war and warfare. Using the ideas of writers

Reason, from this perspective, comprises the

such as Zygmunt Bauman, Ulrich Beck and Frank

institutional practices, discourses, techniques and

Furedi, he shows that risk has become the

instruments through which governments claim

language of business, politics and public policy

legitimacy in an era of potentially unbounded

and so we should not be surprised that it has

risks—physical, political, and moral. Those

now become the language of war. The book

legitimating efforts, in turn, depend on citizens’

highlights the increasing difference between

acceptance of the forms of reasoning that

homeland security and national security in the

governments offer. Included here therefore is an

modern world, arguing that the defense of the

inquiry into the conditions that lead citizens of

citizen is often now more challenging than the

democratic societies to accept policy justification

defense of the state. By demonstrating the

as being reasonable. These modes of public

changing character and complexity of conflict

knowing, or “civic epistemologies,” are integral to
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the constitution of contemporary political cultures.

risk is not only socially defined but socially

Methodologically, the book is grounded in the

created, the author helps demonstrate the extent

field of Science and Technology Studies (STS). It

to which reducing risk is not a technical problem,

uses in-depth qualitative studies of legal and

but, within Habermas' framework, a practical one.

political practices to shed light on divergent cross-

In short, how do we encourage all people,

cultural constructions of public reason and the

including those predisposed to technical solutions,

reasoning political subject. The collection as a

to appreciate the extent to which risk is socially

whole contributes to democratic theory, legal

constructed and, thus, to join the socio-political

studies, comparative politics, geography, and

struggle to reduce it where that is possible?

ethnographies of modernity, as well as STS.

Contents: Introduction; Theoretical Frameworks-

Risk and Culture Mary Douglas 1983-10-27 Can

The Classical Statements; Theoretical

we know the risks we face, now or in the future?

Frameworks-The Contemporary Statements;

No, we cannot; but yes, we must act as if we do.

Empirical Case Studies of Risk; Policy

Some dangers are unknown; others are known,

Implications.

but not by us because no one person can know

Risk Management and Political Culture Sheila

everything. Most people cannot be aware of most

Jasanoff 1986-07-02 This unique comparative

dangers at most times. Hence, no one can

study looks at efforts to regulate carcinogenic

calculate precisely the total risk to be faced. How,

chemicals in several Western democracies,

then, do people decide which risks to take and

including the United States, and finds marked

which to ignore? On what basis are certain

national differences in how conflicting scientific

dangers guarded against and others relegated to

interpretations and competing political interests

secondary status? This book explores how we

are resolved. Whether risk issues are referred to

decide what risks to take and which to ignore,

expert committees without public debate or

both as individuals and as a culture.

debated openly in a variety of forums, patterns of

Communities of Fate Charles E. Marske 1991

interaction among experts, policy makers, and the

Risk is always present; only the probabilities of

public reflect fundamental features of each

risk vary. Communities of Fate offers an

country's political culture. "A provocative

opportunity to deepen our understanding of the

argument....Poses interesting questions for the

social origins and organization of risk. By

sociology of science, especially science produced

emphasizing the social aspects of risk and

for public debate."—Contemporary Sociology A

illustrating the range of circumstances in which

Volume in the Russell Sage Foundation's Social
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Science Frontiers Series

Frontiers Series

The Risk Professionals Thomas Dietz 1988-03-28

Risk Governance Ortwin Renn 2008 'Risk

In the two decades since a new social movement

Governance is a tour de force. Every risk

put environmental issues high on the national

manager, every risk analyst, every risk researcher

policy agenda, Washington has become home to

must read this book - it is the demarcation point

a small group of people—the risk

for all further advances in risk policy and risk

professionals—whose careers center on the

research. Renn provides authoritative guidance

identification, assessment, and management of

on how to manage risks based on a definitive

risks to public health and safety. These men and

synthesis of the research literature. The skill with

women, experts working in federal agencies,

which he builds practical recommendations from

Congress, activist organizations, and

solid science is unprecedented.' Thomas Dietz,

corporations, help transform mass concern into

Director, Environmental Science and Policy

government policy, shaping the way our society

Program, Michigan State University, USA 'A

responds to environmental and technological

masterpiece of new knowledge and wisdom with

hazards. Based on nearly 230 interviews, The

illustrative examples of tested applications to

Risk Professionals provides the first

realworld cases. The book is recommendable

comprehensive sociological analysis of our

also to interested students in different disciplines

"danger establishment." Dietz and Rycroft explore

as a timely textbook on 'risk beyond risk'.' Norio

the social, educational, and career profiles of risk

Okada, Full Professor and Director at the Disaster

professionals; their worldviews and ideologies;

Prevention Research Institute (DPRI), Kyoto

their networks and norms. Not content to view

University, Japan 'There are classic

risk professionals from a single perspective, the

environmental works such as The Tragedy of the

authors build an integrated description that

Commons by Hardin, Risk Society by Beck, The

considers commonalities in their subjects'

Theory of Communicative Action by Habermas,

backgrounds, interests, values, and

and the seminal volumes by Ostrom on governing

communication patterns. The result is a uniquely

the commons. Renn's book fits right into this

revealing look into the heart of the risk policy

series of important milestones of environmental

system, and a broader illumination of the social

studies.' Jochen Jaeger, Professor at Concordia

structures and dynamics that will influence

University, Montreal, Canada 'Risk Governance

environmental policy for years to come. A Volume

provides a valuable survey of the whole field of

in the Russell Sage Foundation's Social Science

risk and demonstrates how scientific, economic,
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political and civil society actors can participate in

Risk Governance Ortwin Renn 2017-12-04 Risk

inclusive risk governance.' Jobst Conrad, Senior

Governance is a tour de force. Every risk

Scientist, Social Science Research Center Berlin,

manager, every risk analyst, every risk researcher

Germany 'Renn offers a remarkably fair-minded

must read this book - it is the demarcation point

and systematic approach to bringing together the

for all further advances in risk policy and risk

diverse fields that have something to say about

research. Renn provides authoritative guidance

'risk'. Risk Governance moves us along the path

on how to manage risks based on a definitive

from the noisy, formative stage of thinking about

synthesis of the research literature. The skill with

risk to one with a stronger empirical, theoretical,

which he builds practical recommendations from

and analytical foundation.' Baruch Fischhoff, PhD,

solid science is unprecedented. Thomas Dietz,

Howard Heinz University Professor, Carnegie

Director, Environmental Science and Policy

Mellon University, Pittsburgh, USA 'I cannot

Program, Michigan State University, USA A

describe how impressed I am at the breadth and

masterpiece of new knowledge and wisdom with

coherence of Renn's career's work! Written with

illustrative examples of tested applications to

remarkable clarity and minimal technical jargon...

realworld cases. The book is recommendable

[this] should be required reading in risk courses!'

also to interested students in different disciplines

John Graham, former director of the Harvard Risk

as a timely textbook on 'risk beyond risk'. Norio

Center and former deputy director of the Office of

Okada, Full Professor and Director at the Disaster

Budget and Management of the Unites States

Prevention Research Institute (DPRI), Kyoto

Administration This book, for the first time, brings

University, Japan There are classic environmental

together and updates the groundbreaking work of

works such as The Tragedy of the Commons by

renowned risk theorist and researcher Ortwin

Hardin, Risk Society by Beck, The Theory of

Renn, integrating the major disciplinary concepts

Communicative Action by Habermas, and the

of risk in the social, engineering and natural

seminal volumes by Ostrom on governing the

sciences. The book opens with the context of risk

commons. Renns book fits right into this series of

handling before flowing through the core topics of

important milestones of environmental studies.

assessment, evaluation, perception, management

Jochen Jaeger, Professor at Concordia

and communication, culminating in a look at the

University, Montreal, Canada Risk Governance

transition from risk management to risk

provides a valuable survey of the whole field of

governance and a glimpse at a new

risk and demonstrates how scientific, economic,

understanding of risk in (post)modern societies.

political and civil society actors can participate in
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inclusive risk governance. Jobst Conrad, Senior

measurable?* Why are some risks more

Scientist, Social Science Research Center Berlin,

important?* Do we take a lot more risks now?*

Germany Renn offers a remarkably fair-minded

On whom can we rely for advice?* How critical is

and systematic approach to bringing together the

the sociology of risk for understanding

diverse fields that have something to say about

contemporary society?The term 'risk' occurs

'risk'. Risk Governance moves us along the path

throughout contemporary social analysis and

from the noisy, formative stage of thinking about

political commentary. It is now virtually a legal

risk to one with a stronger empirical, theoretical,

requirement that large organizations throughout

and analytical foundation. Baruch Fischhoff, PhD,

the world establish formal risk assessment and

Howard Heinz University Professor, Carnegie

risk management procedures. Increasingly dense

Mellon University, Pittsburgh, USA 'I cannot

communication and media networks alert huge

describe how impressed I am at the breadth and

numbers of people and organizations to a

coherence of Renn's career's work! Written with

widening range of threats and possibilities. A

remarkable clarity and minimal technical jargon...

basic understanding of the risks themselves may

[this] should be required reading in risk courses!'

require specific technical knowledge of basic

John Graham, former director of the Harvard Risk

chemistry, or the psychology of motivation, or of

Center and former deputy director of the Office of

contrasting interpretations of injustices deep

Budget and Management of the Unites States

within the past. However, at the same time as

Administration This book, for the first time, brings

attending to specific risks, there are general

together and updates the groundbreaking work of

questions such as those above which invite

renowned risk theorist and researcher Ortwin

reflection.This wide-ranging and concisely written

Renn, integrating the major disciplinary concepts

text is devoted to these general questions,

of risk in the social, engineering and natural

exploring issues such as the measurement of risk

sciences. The book opens with the context of risk

in its social context, the idea that the mass media

handling before flowing through the core topics of

or the political opposition always exaggerate risk,

assessment, evaluation, perception, management

and the notion that the advice of the expert is the

and communication, culminating in a look at the

best we can get as far as risks are concerned. It

transition from risk management to risk

asks if there are more risks now and whether a

governance and a glimpse at a new

certain level of risk is inevitable or even desirable,

understanding of risk in (post)modern societies.

and considers for example whether interference

Risk Roy Boyne 2003 Is risk always

with nature has led us to a world which is just too
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full of risks. Each chapter in the book builds

both from external and internal perspectives. This

towards a basic picture of risk in the

book’s exploration of the balancing act between

contemporary world, and of the place of the

trade and risk regulation will be increasingly

concept of risk within the social sciences today.

important to students of law and social sciences

Balancing between Trade and Risk Marjolein B. A.

as they move to a shared, interdisciplinary

van Asselt 2013-03-05 The trade aspects of risk

understanding.

and the risk aspects of trade deserve more

The Risk Society and Beyond Barbara Adam

systematic and genuine interdisciplinary attention

2000-07-27 Ulrich Beck's best selling Risk

if we are to really understand the global,

Society established risk on the sociological

international and supranational dimensions of risk

agenda. It brought together a wide range of

regulation. This book brings together legal and

issues centering on environmental, health and

social science research on risk regulation from

personal risk, provided a rallying ground for

across the world to explore risk regulation in a

researchers and activists in a variety of social

trade context. The interdisciplinary collaboration

movements and acted as a reference point for

provided in this book is needed to address the

state and local policies in risk management. The

trade versus risk balancing act both in empirical

Risk Society and Beyond charts the progress of

and theoretical terms. Although it is obvious that

Beck's ideas and traces their evolution. It

legal, social, cultural and political matters interfere

demonstrates why the issues raised by Beck

with risk regulation, analyses in which these

reverberate widely throughout social theory and

interferences are adequately considered are

covers the new risks that Beck did not foresee,

lacking. In one way or another, all chapters in this

associated with the emergence of new

book address the issue of scientific uncertainty,

technologies, genetic and cybernetic. The book is

the governance arrangements around expertise or

unique because it offers both an introduction to

both. Issues such as transparency, trust,

the main arg

legitimacy and precaution also become

The Oxford Handbook of Contextual Political

particularly important given the political, multi-

Analysis Joseph L Buttenwieser Professor of

actor and multi-level governance characteristics of

Social Science Charles Tilly, PhD 2006 This is

the balancing act between trade and risk

part of a ten volume set of reference books

regulation. This book highlights and examines

offering authoritative and engaging critical

these concerns, going on to provide a critical

overviews of the state of political science. This

assessment of the EU regulation of trade and risk

work explores the idea of context in politics from

risk-management-and-political-culture-social-science-frontiers
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a number of angles, including philosophically

out of reach. In spite of the difficulties, scientists

psychologically, historically and culturally.

are beginning to help the various parties

The Paradoxes of Transparency Douglas Clyde

concerned with management to deal with facts

Wilson 2009 "The International Council for the

about nature in ways that are more useful and

Exploration of the Sea (ICES) is the central

transparent"--Publisher's description.

scientific network within the massive set of

Risk in Social Science Peter Taylor-Gooby

bureaucracies that is responsible for Europe's

2006-10-05 Intended for students and scholars

Common Fisheries Policy (CFP). While spending

from the social sciences, this is an introduction to

the past 25 years failing to sustain Europe's fish

work on risk. It discusses the basic issues in risk

stocks, this management system also became

research, and examines some of the key themes

adept at making the lives of its scientists

in this field, looking at topics such as the media,

miserable. Now it is being confronted by the

crime, the environment, and social inequality.

complex challenge of an ecosystem-based

Risk Management and Political Culture Sheila

approach to fisheries management. If this

Jasanoff 1986-07-02 This unique comparative

combination of a multi-national bureaucracy, hard

study looks at efforts to regulate carcinogenic

politics, and scientific uncertainty has made it

chemicals in several Western democracies,

impossible to maintain many individual fish

including the United States, and finds marked

stocks, how are decisions going to be made that

national differences in how conflicting scientific

consider everything from sea birds to climate

interpretations and competing political interests

change? The old political saw that "if you can't

are resolved. Whether risk issues are referred to

solve a problem, make it bigger" has never been

expert committees without public debate or

put to a test like this! Yet ICES has begun to rise

debated openly in a variety of forums, patterns of

in an impressive way to the scientific challenge of

interaction among experts, policy makers, and the

providing advice for an ecosystem approach

public reflect fundamental features of each

within the world's most cumbersome fisheries

country's political culture. "A provocative

management system. This book lays out the

argument....Poses interesting questions for the

results of extensive sociological research on ICES

sociology of science, especially science produced

and the decision making systems into which it

for public debate."—Contemporary Sociology A

feeds. ICES is finding ways to provide effective

Volume in the Russell Sage Foundation's Social

advice in the many situations where scientific

Science Frontiers Series

advice is needed but a clear, simple answer is

Risks in Modern Society Hans-Jürgen Bischoff
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2008-09-30 The International Section on Machine

machinery, and on delivering clear operating

and System Safety was founded in 1975 to deal

instructions. Our members and partners are: •

with questions on occupational risks in this ?eld

institutions for safety and health at work; •

at the inter- tional level. It is a member of the

insurance companies dealing with work-related

Special Commission on Prevention of the

risks; • research institutions; and • various

International Social Security Association (ISSA).

enterprises, e.g. manufacturers, importers and

The Special Commission is a body within ISSA

users of machines and systems/installations. We

that focuses on work-related risks. It has 11 inter-

thus bring together the experiences of our

tional Sections as members. ISSA was founded in

members and partners. The role of the operators

1927 with its headquarters in Geneva. It is

soon grew in importance, and their capability for

working worldwide in over 150 countries with

ha- ling machinery became an important factor for

nearly 370 member institutions from all ?elds of

the safety and success of enterprises. The

social security. TheSection on Machine and

growing importance and complexity of handling

System Safety, when it was founded, had its

different man-machine-environment situations

focus on machine safety, particularly on the ma-

created new challenges and led to - larging the

facturing of safe machinery, on assisting

Section’s tasks to machine and system safety.

developing countries to be able to buy safe used
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